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Abstract. When it comes to urban fleet simulation, there are many
factors which determine the quality of the outcome. Without real-world
data on which to ground the setup, the results are not guaranteed to
be useful. In addition, the coordination mechanisms for agents must be
flexible and give the chance to agents to act following their own interests,
as most of the urban traffic system users do. In this work we present an
infrastructure for the simulation of urban fleets which deals with two
challenges: realistic data generation, and self-interested agent coordina-
tion. Our infrastructure aims to ease the setup and execution of more
realistic simulations in the urban traffic domain.

Keywords: Simulation · Transportation · Electric vehicle · Planning ·
Smart city · Urban fleets

1 Introduction

With more than half of the world’s population living in cities, the list of chal-
lenges for keeping them sustainable has grown. “A smart sustainable city is an
innovative city that uses ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies)
to improve quality of life, the efficiency of urban operations and services and
competitiveness while ensuring that it meets the needs of present and future
generations concerning economic, social, environmental and cultural aspects”1.
In this line, new concerns have awakened among citizens and city councils. On
the one hand, they want to reduce air pollution by promoting the use of bicycles,

1 This definition was provided by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
and United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) in 2015.
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public transport and even electric vehicles instead of the conventional gasoline-
powered car. On the other hand, the existence of green areas throughout the
city is valued; areas that beautify the appearance of the city and are related to
a better quality of life. All of this seems to have influenced urban traffic, making
it evolve to focus on the people rather than the vehicles. For instance, many
municipalities are restricting the traffic inside their town’s center, increasing the
space available for pedestrians to walk, as well as air quality.

The urban traffic system, which was already complex, is therefore becoming
more entangled. The traffic interactions that arise are not trivially sorted out
which causes experts to be constantly researching for new ways of optimizing the
traffic flow in urban settlements. Meanwhile, cities are evolving into smart cities
that control parameters such as traffic status, the influx of people in different
areas or on public transport and even the quality of their air, in real time. Then,
as more city services become intelligent, we have more and more data that we
can use both to better characterize the urban traffic problems and to advance
in their resolution. Through the use of artificial intelligence, we can give more
potential to such data by using it in a more problem-oriented way. While the
handling of such data can lead to solutions, the changes these imply cannot be
applied without considering the impact they may have on the city’s inhabitants.
In addition, the variety of scenarios that urban traffic offers is massive, since the
urban domain counts with many different users. From fleets of taxis to privately
owned vehicles, all elements must be taken into account when researching urban
traffic optimization. Through the use of simulators we manage to reproduce a
small part of the real world in a virtual way, which allows us to modify it as
we wish. All kinds of changes or improvements can be tested without the need
to implement them or the risk of causing negative effects on people’s lives. This
offers a perfect working area for exploring solutions to the problem of urban
traffic, as these are often expensive and costly to implement.

For an accurate simulation, however, the interactions between the elements
of the system to replicate must be accurately reproduced. For this, we make use
of multi-agent systems. Agents are pieces of software that are inspired by human
reasoning: capturing signals from their environment and reacting appropriately,
communicating with other agents, making their own decisions, etc. This makes
the agents suitable for modeling the different users of a city. All users can be rep-
resented by an intelligent agent that adapts its actions and its way of interacting,
both with the environment and with other users, accordingly.

For this work we use SimFleet [15], an agent-based fleet simulator. This soft-
ware combines the possibilities offered by simulators with the flexibility of multi-
agent systems, offering an ideal framework for the development and testing of
solutions for improving urban traffic. However, SimFleet has a lot of room for
improvement, as it is still in an early stage of development. Motivated by this, we
propose different modules that improve SimFleet and, from a general perspective,
the urban fleet simulation.

This paper approaches the enhancement of urban fleet simulations from two
perspectives. On the one hand, the creation of more realistic simulation scenarios
by basing element allocation and movement on real-world data. On the other
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hand, a more accurate reproduction of human behavior by modeling with rational
self-interested agents. These two techniques enrich the simulations set in urban
traffic domains and allow them to report more informed and interesting data
and measurements.

The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses about
the strengths of multi-agent simulation and the use of self-interested agents.
Section 3 describes SimFleet, the simulator used in our work. Section 4 presents
the proposed infrastructure, describing the motivation and each of its modules.
Finally, Sect. 5 assesses our work and comments on future extensions.

2 Related Work

In recent times, agent-based simulation has been crucial for creating more practi-
cal simulations with high scalability. There are several works that aim to conduct
simulations in the urban mobility context to research issues such as traffic, cit-
izen activity, crowds, emergency conditions, or the best placement of diverse
facilities. For instance, in [14] authors research the optimal size of a carsharing
system so as to maximize client satisfaction, evaluating different configurations
through a simulator. Other works such as [7] compare various transportation
services employing their own agent-based system.

Different methods have been developed to promote the modelling and cre-
ation of these simulations, enabling the implementation of experiments for the
study of mobility within and between cities. The work in [2] includes a study of
agent-based simulation methods for traffic and shipment.

Focusing on the urban traffic domain, there are many notable simulation tools
that have aided in research activities. One of them is SUMO [3], an open-source
traffic simulator which can be used to explore route choice, agent communication
with different infrastructure, traffic management and even autonomous driving.
SUMO uses a an origin/destination matrix to assign movement between zones
of the city. Such a movement is described in terms of number of vehicles per
time. In this line we also find MATSim [17], a framework for the implementation
of demand-modeling and traffic flow simulations. Another example would be
SIMmobility [1] which focuses on mobility demand impact prediction for smart
shipment services. Finally, there exist also commercial tools such as VISSIM [5]
which offers an array of technologies that can be combined to address multiple
mobility and transportation problems.

In our work we make use of SimFleet [15], which is also an agent-based simu-
lator, focused mainly on the development of strategies for the diverse vehicles of
urban fleets. SimFleet allows complex simulations over cities with a large number
of agents that can interact both among them as well as with certain city infras-
tructure, such as charging stations. We used SimFleet in the proposal of our
infrastructure because of its flexibility, which allowed us to communicate it with
several external modules. A more detailed description of SimFleet is presented
in Sect. 3.
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Self-interested agent interaction is a deeply researched topic in the field of
game theory. From a theoretical perspective, authors in [6] study how cooper-
ation emerges in different situations with self-interested individuals. There are
other works with an approach similar to ours, like [11] in which authors consider
multi-agent simulation to explore the effects of self-interested drivers on traffic
when they act in a completely selfish manner.

With regard to self-interested agent coordination in urban traffic scenarios,
techniques such as the ones in [8] and [10] could be applied. Those works present
a two-game approach in which agents’ possible plans are listed to obtain Nash
equilibria that guarantee Pareto optimality and fairness by avoiding conflicts
(which assume −∞ utility). Another less computationally complex approach
that obtains an equilibrium is the so-called best-response dynamics, presented
in [13], and used to inspire the work in [9]. In this work we will present an
agent coordination module that deals with the use of many self-interested agents
in a single simulation scenario and sorts their actions through the techniques
introduced in the two aforementioned papers.

3 SimFleet

SimFleet [15] is an agent-based urban fleet simulator built on the SPADE plat-
form [4]. This fleet simulator was built to allow complex simulations over cities
where a large number of agents interact to perform fleet coordination and man-
agement algorithms. SimFleet uses the multi-agent systems paradigm to allow
the user to get access to autonomous, pro-active, intelligent, communicative enti-
ties. SPADE is a multi-agent systems platform that provides these features using
a simple but powerful interface, which is why it was chosen for the development
of SimFleet.

SPADE allows the creation of autonomous agents that communicate using
the open XMPP instant messaging protocol [16]. This protocol is the standard
protocol of the IETF and W3C for instant messaging communication and it
(or some variant of it) is used in such important communication platforms as
WhatsApp, Facebook or Google Talk. SPADE agents have also a web-based
interface to create custom app frontends for agents, which is also used by SimFleet
to show how every agent is moving through the city in a map that represents all
routes made by agents. For the movement of such agents, SimFleet makes use of
OSRM2, a routing engine for finding shortest paths in road networks. Querying
an OSRM server specifying the service route and passing origin and destination
points returns the shortest route between those two points.

Finally, SimFleet is based on the Strategy design pattern, which allows the
user to introduce new behaviors to the SimFleet agents without the need of modi-
fying the simulator. This design pattern is used to introduce new algorithms that
follow a common interface. In this case, introducing new coordination algorithms
to an agent is as simple as building a StrategyBehaviour and loading it at Sim-
Fleet startup.
2 http://project-osrm.org/.

http://project-osrm.org/
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SimFleet also provides some common agent classes that can be used (or inherit
from them) to create a simulation. These agents represent the entities involved
in a fleet simulator: fleet managers, transports, customers, and service directory.
Next, we shortly describe these agent classes and how they interact during the
simulation.

Fleet Manager Agents. SimFleet simulates an environment where there can
be different kinds of fleets that provide services in a city. Each fleet has a fleet
manager who takes care of the fleet, allows transports to be accepted in the fleet
and puts customers and carriers in touch with each other to provide a service.
An example of a fleet manager is a taxi company call center or a goods transport
operator with trucks.

Transport Agents. These agents represent the vehicles that are moving
through the city providing services. SimFleet supports any kind of city transport
such as cars, trucks, taxis, electric cars, skateboards or even drones. However,
the user can customize the kind of transport for its simulations. Transport may
or may not belong to a fleet, but belonging to a fleet brings them some benefits
like being found more easily and having a coordinator for its operations. Trans-
port agents receive transport requests from customers and, if free, they will pick
the customer up (or the package) and drive to its destination. However, before
attending a request, a transport agent will make sure it has enough autonomy
to do the whole trip. If not, the agent drops the request and goes to recharge
its batteries or refuel to the nearest station. After serving one request, the agent
awaits for more requests until the simulation is finished.

Customer Agents. Customers are the entities that want to perform an oper-
ation: calling a taxi to move from one place to another, send a package to a
destination, etc. This entity is represented by the customer agent. In SimFleet,
customers do not have the ability to move. They call a transport service which
goes to the customer’s position, picks up the package (or customer in case of a
taxi, a bus, etc.), and transports the goods to a destination. Customer agents
depend completely on the transport agents. To get a transport service the cus-
tomer looks for an appropriate fleet in the directory and contacts to its fleet
manager to get a transport service for the customer. The fleet manager broad-
casts the requests to some or all of their registered transports (depending on its
strategy) and any transport interested in attending it will send a proposal to the
customer, who has to accept or refuse it (depending on the customer’s strategy
too). The customer waits until the transport agent picks it up and, once they
arrive at the destination, it stops its execution.

4 Proposed Infrastructure

Our work revolves around SimFleet and its potential to aid in the improvement
of urban traffic, providing accurate simulations of urban fleets which can be used
both for research and testing. However, the current version of SimFleet has some
limitations which we encountered while working on it. Therefore, we propose
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the enhancement of urban fleet simulations in SimFleet by introducing two main
improvements: realistic simulation data generation, and self-interested agents for
modeling the users of the urban traffic system.

The first improvement refers to the simulation data; the data that is feed to
the simulator to characterize the simulation. In the context of urban simulation,
examples of such data would be agent type, the amount of agents in a determined
date and time, the areas of the city in which agents spawn and move around,
the movement they perform, etc. All of these variables can be defined before
the simulation execution so as to make it more realistic. Basing the values of
these parameters on real-world data ensures that the scenario we are creating
is a better representation of the system we want to analyze or experiment on.
In addition, the real-world data can be replicated through different techniques,
which would ensure the availability of new data to feed the simulator.

The second improvement is the introduction of self-interested agents in the
simulations. These agents are selfish and take decisions based on their own pri-
vate goals. Hence, they offer a better representation of some of the users of the
urban traffic system such as drivers of private vehicles. When dealing with self-
interested agents, coordination mechanisms involve game theory. The agents will
propose their desired actions to every other agent in the simulation. At the same
time, each agent will adapt their desired actions to the proposals of every other
agent, aiming to avoid conflicts. This process obtains an equilibrium, a solution
from which no agent will deviate, as all of them would be doing their best actions
with respect to other agents’ best actions.

Finally, we propose feeding both the generated data and the agent equilib-
rium to the simulator. The simulator illustrates the experiment by providing
motion to the agents. With it, we can study and collect data about agent inter-
action, both with other agents as well as the elements of the scenario.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed system
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The proposed infrastructure can be seen in Fig. 1. The data generator mod-
ule would take charge of the simulation data generation. It receives an empty
simulation scenario and automatically fills it with the corresponding parame-
ters. In addition, by using databases of real-world data, the obtained simulation
scenarios can be more complex and realistic. Such scenario is then passed to
the simulator for its setup. If self-interested agents want to be used, it would
also be passed to the agent coordination module. This module outputs an equi-
librium that coordinates the agents actions. Finally the equilibrium is read by
the simulator to replicate the corresponding agent movements. All in all, our
infrastructure pretends to ease the creation and execution of more lifelike simu-
lations which, in turn, will report better and more interesting results from the
experimentation. Following, we explain in detail each one of the modules of the
infrastructure.

4.1 Simulation Data Generators

During our research, we identified the need of a system for the automatic gener-
ation of simulation scenarios. This means to provide the simulator users with a
tool to test various distributions of elements and agents over the simulation area.
In the context of urban simulations, we could use such a system to test different
distributions of charging stations on a city. In addition, it could be used to locate
vehicles and people with particular goals and create their associated traffic flow.
With it, new opportunities arise to simulate different types of configurations,
which can be very useful for the research community and even public organisms
like city halls that want to test, for instance, the efficacy of charging stations in
their towns.

However, one of SimFleet’s main disadvantage arises when defining a sim-
ulation. A simulation is described in SimFleet by a JSON configuration file,
which has to be manually written, including all agents and their attributes. This
becomes specially troubling when trying to define big simulations, with a great
number of agents.

To solve such issue, we propose two so-called generators [12], programs which,
given a series of parameters, fill or create a new simulation scenario, leaving it
ready for execution. Besides that, the generators would obtain more realistic
simulations and agent distributions, being able to use cadastral, traffic, and
Twitter information to obtain more accurate scenarios.

Firstly, we developed a charging stations generator, which locates the spec-
ified number of charging stations in the urban area where the simulation takes
place. With it, various distributions of charging stations can be tested, seeing
which ones achieve better traffic flow in the city.

Secondly, we introduced a load generator of movements in the city. It locates
customer and/or transport agents in the urban area and creates routes for them;
i.e.: defines their spawning and destination points. The movement of agents it
creates can be random or informed by real-city data (extracted from open data
portals) which make the routes of customer agents more realistic by choosing ori-
gin and destination points according to factors such as population density, traffic
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information and Twitter activity. The influence of each of these parameters is
pondered by weights that are assigned to them.

4.2 Self-interested Agents Coordination

Multi-agent systems, as any system that is composed of many units, require
coordination in order to correctly function. It is usual that such coordination
is performed by an omniscient entity or centralized algorithm which informs
each agent about what it has to do, thus removing the agents’ own free will.
As this approach can be fitting for elements of the urban traffic such as traffic
lights or ambulance fleets, it is not realistic for modeling the majority of users.
Private vehicle owners, pedestrians and many more are autonomous and take
their decisions according to their own interests. Taking this into account, we
propose the use of self-interested agents for modeling users of the urban traffic
system.

Rational, self-interested agents have their own objectives and make their
decisions accordingly to complete them. This “selfish” behavior can be a more
realistic approach for representing certain types of users of an urban traffic sys-
tem, such as taxis. Taxis (or other types of chauffeur-driven rental vehicles) are
interested in serving the maximum number of customers possible, as they report
a certain benefit. These vehicles usually belong to a fleet which, in turn, may
belong to a company. However, generally, taxi drivers will give more importance
to their own benefit rather than the overall benefit of their fleet, thus adopting
a self-interested behavior. In order to preserve their free will, these agents are
not coordinated by any centralized entity but rather by adapting their actions
to the ones of every other agent in the system.

A rational entity will always prefer to obtain a reduced benefit than (to
obtain) none because of a conflict. Although completely motivated by their pri-
vate interests, autonomous agents are aware that the interests of another agent
may be in conflict with their own. Therefore, the most rational behavior is to
modify and adapt the desired actions, so as to still obtain the maximum possible
benefit while taking into account the actions of others. This leads to avoid any
arising conflict and, eventually, to an equilibrium.

In game theory, an equilibrium is a solution or set of agent actions from which
no agent is incentivized to deviate. In other words, every agent has decided on
a set of actions which reports them the maximum possible benefit with respect
to the actions of every other participant agent. Applying this concept to our
urban traffic simulator, with an equilibrium we obtain a coordinated simulation,
as no conflict will originate during the agents’ execution. As we commented on
Sect. 2, the approach of [8] and [10] could be used to obtain a Pareto-optimal
equilibrium. However, this approach is computationally expensive since listing
the possible strategies of the agents is only possible for a reduced number of
agents.

To obtain an equilibrium with lower computational cost for a considerable
set of agents, we could approach it by means of best-response dynamics [13]
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and inspired by the work in [9]. This would require the definition of the coor-
dination task as a multi-agent planning task. Therefore, the actions that each
agent intends to perform during the simulation would be encoded in an agent
plan. During the best-response process the agents propose their best plan (the
one that reports them more benefits) in turns. After a whole round, the agents
reevaluate the plan they proposed taking into account the plan of every other
agent. If the actions of another agent are in conflict with theirs, the agent will
propose a different plan which (1) avoids any conflict, and (2) is its current
best plan. This process repeats iteratively until after a whole round no agent
has modified its plan. This means that each agent is proposing their best plan
with respect to every other agent’s plan. Consequently, as no agent will obtain
a benefit from switching plans, an equilibrium has been reached. The agents are
coordinated, no conflicts will arise from the execution of their plans and their
private interests have been preserved.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the simulation scenario is inputted to the agent
coordination module, as the agent actions are completely related to the elements
of the simulation as well as their location, spawning time and other attributes.
The module works by loading the simulation scenario, defining the agents, and
running the coordination process. Once the equilibrium is obtained, it will be
passed to the main simulator, which will make use of it to recreate conflictless
agent movement.

4.3 Simulation Execution

The simulation task of our proposal would be performed by SimFleet. Nonethe-
less, any other simulator could be used as long as the integration between the
different modules presented in this work is implemented.

SimFleet, as we have commented in Sect. 3, is oriented to the design and test-
ing of agent strategies. As a complete simulator, it is perfectly capable of execut-
ing a simulation from the simulation scenario file, coordinating the actions and
movements of the different agents. However, with our proposal, the coordination
task falls on the agent coordination module and all that is left in the simulator is
the visualization of the simulation as well as the capture of system interactions
for the subsequent data analysis.

For this to be possible, it is necessary to integrate the different modules with
SimFleet. The integration with the simulation data generators is trivial, as this
module generates realistic simulation scenarios in a format that SimFleet is able
to receive as input. To connect the agent coordination module, SimFleet must be
able to receive the file describing the equilibrium that has been reached. By read-
ing such file, SimFleet can assign each agent its actions and have them executed.
As we have already mentioned, no conflicts should appear during execution since
the best-response process avoids them.

Thus, with this integration, we complete the proposed infrastructure. An
infrastructure which provides simulations in more realistic scenarios, based on
real-world data, and preserves the private interests of the agents during the
simulation, representing more accurately the urban traffic.
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5 Conclusions

In this work we have proposed a different approach to urban fleet simulation
which, integrated with SimFleet simulator, enhances its properties.

On the one hand, with the introduction of the simulation data generators, we
have provided a tool for SimFleet users that allows them to easily define complex
simulation configurations, providing a means to create different distributions of
agents in the scenario. In addition, the use of the generators can make the
simulations more realistic by giving the agents origin and destination points
as well as movement based on real-world data. Nevertheless, we would like to
improve the generators by studying better ways of distributing the agents and
taking into account more parameters to take more advantage of the real-world
data.

On the other hand, we have researched the use of rational, self-interested
agents ultimately presenting an infrastructure which, together with SimFleet,
solves urban simulations using transport agents that follow their private objec-
tives. This involved the proposal of an agent coordination module that ensures
self-interested agents both avoid conflicts and maximize their utility. For a cor-
rect completion of the coordination an equilibrium must be reached, that is,
a stable solution from which no agent had incentive to deviate. For that, we
proposed the use of the best-response dynamics, following the work in [9]. The
equilibrium obtained by this process can easily be integrated with SimFleet or
other simulators. In this way, we achieved the inclusion of self-interested agents
in SimFleet simulations which accomplishes the goal of making the simulation
more realistic.

In future works we want to create an instantiated version of the infrastructure
presented here. Our interest is focused, most of all, on the agent coordination
module, as we think self-interested agents are a feature worth exploring when
it comes to urban traffic simulations. As we introduced in this work, for the
coordination of self-interested agents game theory techniques must be developed
and implemented. In addition, we would like to introduce planning so that every
agent could decide on which actions are better for itself in every situation.
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